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, (a) Hindu Law - Alienation -:- Manager '
Creditor making inquiry and satisfying himself
that manager is acting for benefit of estate or
family - Real existence of alleged necessity is
not condition precedent to validity of charge
What is legal necessity and what is for benefit
of estate depends upon circumstances of each
case-No duty is cast on creditor to inquire as
to what happened to money subsequently.

. In order to support an alienation of joint family
property by the manager of a joint Hindu family, it
must be shown that there was a need or that the
transaction was entered into for the benefit of the
estate; but if the creditor, who is bound to inquire
Into :the necessities for the ,loan and to satisfy
himself as a. reasonable person that the manager,
-In the particular instance, is acting for the benefit
of the estate or the family, makes such an inquiry
and acts honestly, the real existence of an alleged
sufficient and reasonably credited necessity is not
a condition precedent to the validity of the charge.
What is a legal necessity. or what is for the benefit
of the family cannot admit of one single or uni
form answer. The answer to the question must
depend upon the circumstances of each case. It is
permissi ble to refer to the Privy .council case in
6 M I A 393 as also to the text of Mitakshara to
find out whether in a particular case a charge was
justified by legal 'necessity or was for the benefit
of the family. If a transaction is entered into by
the father for, the sake of the family., it is' clearly
binding on those who have clearly benefited from
it. There is no duty cast on the creditor to inquire
as to what happenedto the money after once he
has satisfied himself that it was required for the
benefit of the family. .[P 390 0 1, 2;P 391 a 1]

Where therefore a Hindu father alienates the
joint family property for the purpose of raising
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contends that the second part of 8. 63 does is that the subrogation waa valid without"
.not .apply to ,the present case with the a registered deed.
.result that: 8. 92 retrospectively applies to In this view of 'the case, it is uotneces,
it. We are unable to accede to this eonten, sarytogo into the other contention olthe
tion. It is true tbatunderB. 28, Provincial appellant that the lower Court was wrong
Insolvency Act, the. power of a secured in holding that -even though there was no
creditor to realize or otherwise deal with pending proceeding as against these parties
his security, remains unaffected by that on 1st April 1930, S. 63 is not retrospective
~ection as to the vesting .of the insolvent's in its operation with regard to substantive'
property in a receiver" and under 8. 47 a rights acquired before that date as opposed
securedcreditor .may of his own choice to rights of procedure. The order of, the
relinquish his security for the general bene. lower Court is confirmed and the appeal is
fit of the creditors and prove for his whole 'dismissed with costs.
debt. In the present case the two creditors D S /R K
did not relinquish their security. They only ... .
gave consent to ·the mortgaged property

.being sold on condition that their rights
would attach to' the sale:proceeds. Then
they. raised contentions as to their respec,
tivepriority before the receiver. But all
this does not mean that the proceedings
began only when they gave their consent.
The insolvency proceeding was one con.
tinuous proceeding throughout, and although'
they came in at a,certain stage hi it, their

, appearance on the record must be, and has,'
in fact, been treated ashaving taken place
in the insolvency proceeding itself and not
in a subordinate or separate proceeding.
The fact that the mortgaged property could
not be sold by the receiver, vv.,ithout either
the consent of the,mortgagees or without
paying them off, does not mean that if they
so consent to be paid out of the sale-pro.
oeeds without relinquishing their security,
there is.a new and separate proceeding qua
them from the time they give their consent
and that,:thequestion of their priority is
decided in this new proceeding-, Even taking
it that a secured debt is not, .within the
jurisdiction of the Insolvency Court, unless
the creditor applies to be brought on the
record, the moment he comes within such
jurisdiction, he,does so in the original pro
ceeding onthe record of which he applies to
be brought, arid not in any fresh proceeding
starting with his submission to the II1s01~ .
vency Court. There are no two parallel
proceedings from the time he comes on the
scene, but the sale and the subsequent
priority,proceedings are all part of the same
insolvency .proeeeding from start to finish.
We think therefore that, the claim for
priority was a part of the insolvency pro-

, eeeding pending on 1st Apri11930, when
the Amending Act came into force, and that
by virtue of the latter part of S. 63 of the
Amending Act, the new 8.92, T. P., Act,
cannot apply to this proceeding. The result
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money to meet the expenses of litigation to esbab- Class Subordinate Judge on the evidence
!ish an adoption of his only minor son, the aliena- held that the mortgage effected by Kanchan.
tion is one for legal necessity or, in any case, for
the benefit of the family as a whole and in parti- gouda in favour of the plaintiff was a valid
cular for the benefit of the minor son : 6 M I A mortgage and the moneys were .required
893 (P OJ, Bel. on. [P 890 02] for legal necessity and were for the benefit
. (b) Hindu Law-Alienation-Father-:"Ances- of the family including the minor son, and
~ral property - Alienation is not void but only in' the result he decreed the plaintiff's
voidable by son-He can also ratify it.

An alienation of ancestral property by a Hindu claim.· It is from that judgment that the
father without a legal necessity or justifying cause present appeal is taken.
is not void but voidable and can be avoided by his The appellant now disputes part of the
son. So also such alienation by a father can be consideration for the plaintiff's mortgage
~atified by the son: 19 Oal128 (P OJ, Bel. on. relating to the cash advance of Rs..5500,

" [P 391 0 2]
(c) Hindu Law-Alienation':'" Legal necessity and his case is that to that extent there

- Second mortgagee of joint family property was no legal necessity and the minor son is
taking his mortgage with notice of fact that not bound by the mortgage. It was con.
orst mortgage ·was for legal necessity - He tended on .behalf of the plaintiff in the
cannot raise question of want of legal neces-
sity. lower Court that it was not open to the

A second mortgagee of property belonging to a second mortgagee to raise that. contention
joint Hindu family, who has clear notice of the as defendants 1 and 2 had admitted, or at
fact that the first mortgage, subject to which he any rate not disputed' the existence oia
takes his own mortgage, was entered into for legal justifying necessity, but the learned Judge,
necessity, is not entitled to raise the question that overruled that contention, though on the

' in fact there was no legal necessity. [P 891 0 2]
G. N. Thakor and K. G. Datar - merits he found in the 'plaintiff's favour.

for Appellant.' The evidence in the case shows that Kan.
ehangouda was carrying on business and he

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar and G. R. Madbhavi had dealings with the' plaintiff in respect of
.....,-.jorRespondent. which Kanchangouda had passed from time

Rangnekar J.-"'This is a curious case in to time at least three promissory notes in
which a' mortgage of what is alleged to be favour, .of the plaintiff.. 'It appears >·that
a joint family property effected byaHindu Kanchangouda gave the minor son in adop
father having a minor son is challenged astion to a richer family possessed of large
to part of the consideration for it, by the estate. The adoption was disputed ,by the
second, mortgagee of the father "on the adoptive family and the disputes resulted
ground that there was no legal necessity so in a litigation which ultimately came to
as to justify the prior mortgage. The suit this Court, and this Court held that the

, was brought, by the first mortgagee under adoption was invalid. Kanehangouda then
a mortgage effected by one Kanchangouda applied for leave' to appeal .to the Privy
on 20th April 1921, the consideration being Council and that application was granted.
Bs, 9000. That consideration twas made ,The plaintiff's case is that it was for the
up of the balance of Rs. 3500 then found purpose of defraying the cost of prosecuting
due at the foot of a previous account in the appeal in 'the Privy Council that the
respect of money dealings existing between mortgage in suit> was executed. ' The morb
Kanohangouda and the plaintiff mortgagee gage is .Ex. 46 and on the face' of it shows
and a fresh advance of Bs, 5500 in cash. that an account of the previous dealings
The suit 'was directed against the son of was made and Rs, 3500 had become due to
Kanchangouda and the latter's widow (de- the plaintiff by Kanohangouda. Then ip
fendants 1 and 2) as heirs and legal repre-',:pr6ceeds to state that he had been granted
sentatives of Kanohangouda, and the present' leave to appeal to the Privy Council and
appellant (defendant 3) who claimed to hold that lie was unable to find the money for
a second mortgage from the father. under a the purpose of prosecuting the Privy
document dated 17th April 1926. Defen, Council appeal and required a' loan of Rs.
dants 1 and 2 put in no written statement 5500 in cash. So that the recital in the
and did not defend the suit. Defendant 3 mortgage deed, which of course is some
raised various, pleas. Most of them were evidence of the purpose for which the loan
given up by him at the trial. But he per. was contracted, is entirely in favour of the
sisted in contending ,that the mortgage did plaintiff. Then there is the evidenceof the
Dot affect the interest of the minor son of plaintiff himself which shows that this

, Kanchangouda as there was no justifying amount 'of Rs.5500,wastaken in con
necessity. for the same..The learned First nexion with the litigation 'relating to the



After hearing all that has been said by
Mr. Thakor on the point, we are in entire
agreement with : the view taken by .the.
learned Judge. The law on the subject is
to be found in the well-known case in 6 M I A

. 393;1 where their Lordships of the Privy .
<?ouncil observed as follows (pp. 423~424) :.

The power of the managerfor an infant 'heir to
chargean estate not his own, is, underthe Hindu
law, a limitedand qualified power. It can only be
exercised rightly in a case .of .need, or for the
benefit ofthe estate.. But, where in the particular
instance,the charge is one that a prudent owner
would make, 'in' order to benefit the estate the
bona fide. lender is not affected by the prec~dent
mismanagement of the estate. The actual pressure
on the estate, the danger to be averted, or the
~et;lefit to. be conf~rred upon it, in the particular
Instance, IS the thing to be regarded..~·.. Their
Lordshlpsv.think that the lender is bound to
inquire into the necessities for the loan, and. to
satisfy himself as wellas he can, with reference to
the parties with whom he is ,dealing, that the
manager is acting in the particular instance for
the benefit of the estate. But they think -that if
he does so inquire, and acts honestly, the real
existence of an alleged sufficient and reasonably
credited necessity is not a condition precedent to
the validity of his charge, and they donot think
that, under such clrcumstances, he is boundtosee
to the applicationof the money.

, It is clear from this therefore that there

[
must be a need, or the transaction must be
entered into for the benefit of the estate.
But even,if'in fact there ~as no need or in

, .
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adoption of bhe minor sonofKanchan~ fact there was no benefit to the estate, and
gouda..The evidence of the plaintiff'sclerk, the creditor,whois bound to inquire into
who seems to be more familiar with the the necessities for the loan and to satisfy
matter and has given full details, also sup. himself as a reasonable person that the
ports his case. On the other handrdefen, manager .in the particular instance is acting
dant B who was the only contesting party; for the benefit of the estate or the family,
did not venture togo into the witness.box, makes such' an inquiry and acts honestly,
nor was any evidence led on 'his behalf to the real existence of an alleged sufficient
rebut the case made on behalf of the plain. and reasonably credited necessity is not, a
·tiff. After the mortgage it appears that condition precedent to the validity of the
·there was a compromise between Kanohan, charge. We think that in this case it is
.gouda, as representing his minor son, and quite .clear that the plaintiff made inquiries.
the adoptive family, as a result of which He was told that the money was required
land measuring 6 kurgis, which: equals for carrying on a litigation entirely for the
about 24acrss, was conveyed to defendant 1. benefit of the minor son..Until the adop,
'The learned Judge on these facts .observed tion of the minor was established he did
as -follows.: , not cease to be amember of the family. If,

ThJls the money wasrequired for the benefit of therefore for the purpose of advancing the
- defendant 1,. because _if the -appeal .to the Privy interest of.his only, son the father alienates

Council had succeeded, defendant 1 would have the family property, it is difficult to see
got a large properby., It was also to the benefit why such an alienation cannot be said to
of the estate of Kanchangouda because if this
adoption had been upheld, a sharer in the family have been made for a legal necessity or in
property would·go out of the family and Kan- any case for the benefit of the family. as a
ohangoudawould have becomethe sole owner.twhole and in particular for the benefit of

the minor son. The principles laid down in
6M I A 3931 were, it is clear, influenced by
the texts cited before their Lordships, and
amongst these texts there were verses 27,
28 and 29 of Ch.. 1 of the Mibakshara.
Verse 27 deals both with ancestral move•
able and ancestral immovable property, and
as to ancestral immovable property it says
that the father· has no power to alienate it
without the consent of his sons. But refer.
ence is made to. an exception which is
mentioned by Brihaspati which is set out
in verse 28. That verse is as follows:
.' Even a single individual may conclude a dona.
tion, mortgage, or sale of immovable property,
during a season of distress, for the sake of the
family, and especially for piouspurposes. '

The text of Brihaspati is itself explained
in verse 29 as follows :

'. ,While the sonsand grandsons are minors, and
incapable of giving their consent to a gift and the /
like; or while brothers are -soend continue UIl.
separated; even one person who is capable may. '
conclude a gift, hypothecation, or sale of immov-

,able property, if a calamity affecting the whole
family require it, or the support of the familiJ '

. render it necessary, or indispensable duties, such
as-theobsequies of the father ortha like, make it
unsvoidsble.

It' is clear from the decided cases that
the dictum ofthei» 'Lordships in 6M I A
393, 1 as well as the .text of Mitakshara
which, is illustrative of what' is a legal
necessity or whatis for the benefit oftha

: 1. Hunoomanpersaud "Panday v. Mt.Babooee family, -is by: no means exhaustive. What
-.MunrajKoonweree, (1856)6 M IA393=18 isa legal, necessity or, what is for .the

W R 81n=2 Suther 29=1 Sar 552 (PC). benefit ,of the family .csnnoaadmis of nne
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single' and. uniform 'answer; The answer to record to show. that the seeondrnortgsge
the question must depend upon the circum. was effected by the .father both, for-himself
stances of each case. It is permissible to and on behalf of his minor son. The learned
refer to the Privy Council case as also to Judge seems to have understood the defen
the text of Mitakshara to find out whether dans's case to be that the second mortgage
'ina particular case a charge was justified was effected by the father himself. Refer':"
by a legal necessity or for the benefit of the enoeris made to the written .statement
family. If therefore as the Mitakshara which in my opinion does not clearly show
says "for the sake of the family" a transac, that the mortgage was effected by . the

• ,tion is entered into by the father" it is father for himself and as guardian of his
-difficult in my opinion 'to hold that the minor son. But assuming that it isso, I
transaction will not bind those, who, as in 'am unable to see that it would make the
this case, have clearly benefited from it. slightest difference to the principles which
'To say theleasb, it would 'not: .lie ,in the govern the question. It is. conceded by
<mouth of the sonhimsel£ to contest the Mr. Thakor that .the second mortgagee iF;l
mortgage particularly as it has clearly not claiming under defendant 1 and indeed
'resulted in his benefit. he could not be said to be claiming under

As against this,all that is pointed out by him. Defendant 1 has 'not disputed, the
-the learned counsel on behalf of the appel, mortgage, and according to' all rules of
lant is this that although the money was pleadingamusf be deemed to have admitted
taken for the purpose of carrying on Iitiga;' it. That is to say he must be deemed to
;tion in the Privy Council, there was .a have ratified the mortgage, and if he has
compromise and the money was not then done so, it is difficult to hold that a stran;
required for that purpose. But the evidence ger can question .a transaction which is
in the case is that the money, was' utilized recognized by the- principal person. whose
for the purpose of the father's business as interests were affected by it.
'Well as for agricultural purpose and for I think it is too late in the day to con.
household expenses. There was' no duty test the proposition that an alienation by a
-oastupon the plaintiff to inquire as to what Hindu father' is, ab initio .void, All the
happened to the money after once he had authorities show that such an alienation of
aatisfled himself .that the money was ancestral property by a Hindn Iather with.l.
eequired "for the sake of the family" and out a legal necessity or a justifying cause
for the benefit of the minor boy. Still the is not void, but voidable and- can only be
evidence shows that he did make inquiries avoided by his son.' It is also clear on

-as to what happened to that money and we general principles, and authorities on the
think that he acted entirely .honestly .in point are not wanbing.ibhab such a sale by
the case, and it is difficult to accept the a father can be ratified by the son. I may
contention that the 'presenb claim should refer 'on this point to' the observations of
'not be ·allowed. We think therefore that the Privy Council in 18IA 1582 at p.164.
:the view taken by the learned Judge is Their Lordships observed that an aliena.
correct and on this ground alone the appeal tion by· a manager is not necessarily void,

.must fail. In this view of the case, it is not but is only voidable if objection were taken
eieceasary to consider a somewhat more to it by the other members of the joint
serious objection raised at the trial on family. If.thatis theview of the nature of
~behalf of the plaintiff and supported here an alienation made by . a father without
'by Dr. Ambedkar, and that is whether it is legal neceaaity.t inmy opinion, it is difficult
.at all open to defendant 3, who, as I have to hold that the second mortgagee, who
already pointed out, was the second mort. had clear notice of the fact that the first
;gagee of the same property fromthe same mortgage, subject to which he took his own
mortgagor.ito raise the contention that the mortgage, was entered into ':for a, legal
snorbgage subject to -which he took his own neeessitv.oen raise the question that in fact
mortgage is not. binding on him" .beeause there was no legal necessity. The principle
part of the considerationwas.not required: is tha,tif,?,personpurchases an estate sub~
'Iorpurposes binding. on theminor ..son. [ectto a mortgage, whether under-a .volun
'There is no decided -case which actually taryconveyanceor a ,sale in 'invitum; .the
-bears·on the point; The argument on behalf purchaser cannot be heard to 'd~ny the
-of the appellant is that the secozrdznorb> . , ' ... ,. ", { ,'!'" . "

.gage included. also the' :iIlterest .of vdefen, .. ~2. :Hanuin~n:I{arilrit :v:_Hanu~a~ M:andar~ (1.~92)
dant 1. 'I'hereIsno clear evidence on the - 1~Ca1123.==:=;8;tA ~58.=6Sar91.(~ Q)~).~.::.,.;-
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validity of the mortgage subject to which perty Bold by mother there was no other pro
he made his ,purchase. The purchaser can. pertyas such-which belongedto the two brothers as-

members of the joint family and the two brothers-
- not therefore set up any personal disability were actually thrown on the street on the death of-

on the part, of the mortgagor to 'make the their father, and fora long time they were being.
mortgage. If _that is the position in ,the maintained by their aunt, the ordinary presump- 
case of a purchaser from a mortgagor, it is tion, which arises in the case of a joint Hindu

family possessed of ancestral property, that the
difficult to hold that a second mortgagee eldest brother must be deemed to be the manager-
'from the mortgagor can contest the validity of the family and its property, cannot apply and
of the prior mortgage. The view which we this being so, the suit is barred only against the'
havebaken seems to deriveaupport from elder brother and not as against the other younger

brother: AIR 1921 Bom 289, Disting.; A I R _
the observations of the learned authority, 1922 Bam 319, Ref. [P 393 C 2 ; P 394 C1]
Mulla's Hindu Law, at p. 272, Para. (4), T. N. Walawalkar - for Appellants.
which are to' the 'following effect:

An alienation by the manager of a joint family P. S. Joshi and G. S. Gupte- for
made without legal necessity is not void" but Respondents 1 £t 2 respectively..
voidable at the option qf the other coparceners. "Rangnekal' J.-The appellants who are
They may affirm it or they may repudiate it, but • f
a creditor cannot repudiate it, there being no brothers brought a suih in orma pauperis
suggestion that it was in fraud of creditors. for a declaration that a sale effected during

If the case is brought under S. 53,T. P. their minority by their mother as their guar
Act; then of course the position _would be ,dian wasnot binding on them, and to recover
quite different. The appeal therefore, fails possession of the property. Defendant 1 is
and must be dismissed with costs. the purchaser from the mother, and the

N J " other defendants are subsequent alienees
• • Wadia J.~I agree. 'from -him, The defendants contested the

R~M./R.K. Appeal dismissed. suit inter alia on the ground that it was-
" ., barred by limitation inasmuch as it was

filed more than three years after plaintiff
1 had attained majority. The learned Judge
therefore -raised two preliminary issues,
one as regards the age, of plaintiff 1, and!
the other as regards limitation. He found
that plaintiff 1 was more than 21 years of
age when' the application to sue in Iorma
'pauperia was filed. On the' second question,
relying on the decision in 45 Bom 4461 he
held, that the' suit was barred by Iimi;
tation. The sale was effected on 5th Nov
ember 1924 ; the suit was instituted on'
1st September 1932,' and on that day
plaintiff 1 was found to be over 21 years
of age. These findings are not disputed
before us on behalf of, the appellants, but
it is contended by Mr.Walawalkar on the
appellants' behalf that the ruling in' 45
Born 4461 did not apply to the facts of this
'case ; and that; assuming that it did, jt .
must be deemed to have been overruled by
the decision of their Lordships oltha
Privy Council in the case in 53 I A 36.2
There is no dispute that the law which
applies to "the facts of this case is that
contained in Article 44 read with S. 7,
Limitation Act, 1908. In 45 Bom 4461 the

Limitation Ac't (1908), S. 7 and Art. 44
Alienation by mother of two brothers during
their minority-No other property belonging, to

,two brothers as members of joint family~
Brothers maintained by aunt :"-:Presumption
that elder brother is manager of joint' family
does not apply ~ Suit by elder brother for
setting aside alienation more than three years
after attaining majority is barred only against
him and not against other brother.
. It is true that a manager of joint Hindu family

is competent to give a discharge on behalf of the
minor members of the family, and if the manager
who happens to be a minor does not take any
.proceedings to set aside alienations made either by
the, mother or by the father within three years
after attaining majority, then it would not be,
open, to, his minor brothers, to bring a suit to set
aside such alienations on, their attaining majority,
and a suit of that nature would be barred. It is
also correct to say, that the presumption under
Hindu law is that ordinarily the eldest brother
would be the manager of the joint family; but,

, where the evidence shows that excepting the pro-
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